Caution: Federal Law (USA) restricts these devices to sale by or on the order of a physician. Refer to package insert provided with product for complete instructions for use including Indications for Use, Contraindications, Potential Adverse Effects, Warnings and Precautions prior to using this product.

Educational Programs

PRECEPTORS

The preceptorship program offers physicians the opportunity to view surgery with some of the best skilled key opinion leaders in the urology community. Your local Boston Scientific representative can coordinate your schedule with one of our physician preceptors.

VIEWPOINT IN-SERVICES

Boston Scientific sponsors Viewpoint Techniques in Endourology. Viewpoint is a series of programs designed to educate the operating room staff about less invasive techniques in urology. Many hospitals have found that this program results in improved communication and more efficient procedures. Registered Nurses who attend the Viewpoint program will receive continuing education credits.
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1 Initial Access

The Single-Use Holmium Laser Fiber and Stainless-Steel Holmium-Guided Laser fiber both combine with their miniaturized and hydrophilic tips to access difficult areas and a stainless steel provides exceptional handling characteristics. The low-profile Graspit™ Nitinol Stone Retrieval Forceps, Graspit™ and Graspit™ Nitinol Stone Retrieval Basket are among the fastest, most cost-effective retrieval products with a balance of qualities designed to meet particular clinical indications.

Description |
---|
Graspit™ Nitinol Stone Retrieval Forceps (Box 5) .038” X 150cm M006 | 840235
Graspit™ Nitinol Stone Retrieval Basket (Box 5) .038” X 150cm M006 | 840236

2 Dilatation/Access Sheaths

Boston Scientific offers a wide line of access sheaths including central venous sheaths, balloon dilation catheters, and vascular access sheaths. In addition to this product line, designed to provide ease, less traumatic sheath manipulation during intervention.

Description |
---|
Swiss LithoClast Ultra Flex Probe (Each) 2.7Fr X 94cm M006 | 840739
Swiss LithoClast® Flex Probe (Each) 2.7Fr X 94cm M006 | 840801
Swiss LithoClast® Flex Probe (Each) 2.7Fr X 94cm M006 | 840802
Swiss LithoClast® Flex Probe (Each) 2.7Fr X 94cm M006 | 840803

3 Fragmenting the Stone

Hemiradiant laser has brought stone fragmentation to the forefront of radiologic stone treatment. Boston Scientific offers a wide line of thermoflexible, hydrophilic laser fibers for improved handling and patient tolerance.

Description |
---|
Graspit® Nitinol Stone Retrieval Forceps 2.6Fr X 90cm M006 | 390310
Graspit® Nitinol Stone Retrieval Forceps 2.6Fr X 120cm M006 | 390311
Graspit® Nitinol Stone Retrieval Forceps 2.6Fr X 150cm M006 | 390312

4 Retrieving the Stone

The accessories produce live-compare endoscopic products which assist in flexible ureteroscopy by providing improved visualization of retrieved stones. The SAP® Single Action Pumping System is designed to facilitate irrigation and visualization of retrieved stones. A user-friendly pump is provided with the SAP® Single Action Pumping System.

Description |
---|
SAP® Single Action Pumping System (Box 5) M006 | 240100

5 Ureteral Drainage

Ureteral drainage is an updated Nautilus™ bladder coil to help minimize contact on the sensitive trigone area of the bladder. The Polaris Ultra Stent is made of the same dual durometer Percuflex® Material that provides the physician with the ease of removal benefits of a monolithic nitinol material, yet offers an updated SAPS™ (Single Action Pumping System) that allows for controlled irrigation (and visualization) with a single handpiece.

Description |
---|
LeVeen™ Inflation Device (Box 5) 10cc w/ Pressure Gauge M006 | 730140
Encore Inflation Device (Box 5) 20cc w/ Pressure Gauge M006 | 720100
SAPS (Single Action Pumping System) Continuous Flow (Box 5) M006 | 720101

6 Procedure Accessories

The accessories produce live-compare endoscopic products which assist in flexible ureteroscopy by providing improved visualization of retrieved stones.